Using language of dg PROPs we give a new proof of existence of star products on (formal) germs of Poisson manifolds. §1. Introduction This paper offers a new proof of the theorem on deformation quantization of Poisson structures (in fact, generic Maurer-Cartan elements in the Lie algebra of polyvector fields) using ideas of dg PROPs and textbook methods of homological algebra. In our approach this theorem is a corollary to existence of a morphism between certain two graph complexes canonically associated to the species of Poisson structures and, respectively, species of star products. The main ingredients of our proof are (i) a surprisingly small PROPeradic code of Poisson geometry found in [Me1], (ii) deformation quantization of Lie 1-bialgebras and (iii) an observation that the adjoint, 2, to the forgetful functor PROP → 1 2 PROP (see [K2, MaVo] ) as well as its further extension, 2 + : 1 2 PROP → PROP introduced in this paper, are both polynomial.
Here T M and O M stand for the tangent and structure sheaves on M, and Hom(in, out) := ⊕ n∈Z Hom n (in, out) with Hom n (in, out) standing for the space of degree n linear maps in → out. The formality theorem implies 1.2.1. Deformation quantization theorem [K1] . Let M be a germ of a (possibly, formal) finite dimensional graded manifold, and let γ = i≥0 γ i , γ i ∈ ∧ i T M , |γ i | = 2 − i, be a degree one element of g 1 satisfying the Maurer-Cartan equation, → g 2 [2 − n] are the components of a L ∞ formality map F : g 1 → g 2 . The transcendental part of [K1] is an explicit description of a particular formality map F whose components {F n } are associated with certain families of admissible graphs [K1] . These graphs contain, in general, oriented cycles (wheels) which is the source of the condition finite dimensional in 1.2.1. Therefore, it is the push-forward morphism of the sets of Maurer-Cartan elements 1 ,
Maurer-Cartan elements in g 1 −→ Maurer-Cartan elements in
n F n (γ, . . . , γ), canonically associated to any L ∞ morphism F : g 1 → g 2 , which allows Kontsevich to establish the deformation quantization theorem 1.2.1 as a corollary to the formality theorem. 1.3. Sketch of a new proof. Our starting point consists of two observations.
(i) The push-forward morphism, F * , canonically associated to a L ∞ morphism F : g 1 → g 2 , admits a nice PROPeradic interpretation as a morphism of directed (i.e. with a choice of direction on each edge) graph complexes, where both sides, P D , δ and (P + ∧ • T , δ), with their differentials δ are defined rigorously below in Sections 2.8 and, respectively, 2.6. We just mention here that (a) PROP + is a PROP but of a special kind introduced below in Sect. 2.3 (roughly speaking, PROP + is a version of PROP which permits one to handle traces, Hom(V ⊗n , V ⊗m ) → Hom(V ⊗(n−1) , V ⊗(m−1) ), in finite dimensional representations of PROPs) and (b) the morphism F is consistent with PROP structures of both sides.
(ii) For the purpose of proving just a deformation quantization theorem of type 1.2.1 it is enough to construct a restriction, F, of a morphism F to any suitable graph subcomplexes of both sides in (⋆) which are big enough to "contain" generic germs of Poisson structures, i.e. we are free to make both sides in (⋆) reasonably smaller.
The last point is quite handy. The problem with generic graph complexes is that their cohomology is often unmanageably big and hard to compute. In this paper we use the freedom offered by the observations (i) and (ii) to replace
• P D on the l.h.s. by a slightly smaller dg free PROP, DefQ, which admits a very useful for our purposes tower structure (a là relative CW complex) over the base, L, which is a rather trivial free PROP generated by one single binary symmetric operation in degree 1 and with vanishing differential; more precisely, there is a canonical cofibration, j : L → DefQ;
• P + ∧ • T on the r.h.s. by a slightly smaller dg free PROP + , P + ∧ • 0 T , whose cohomology is a surprisingly small PROP + , Lie Bi, of Lie 1-bialgebras which, by definition, are identical to the usual Lie bialgebras except that degrees of the generating Lie and coLie operations differ by 1 (compare with Gerstenhaber versus Poisson algebras); in fact, P + ∧ • 0 T is a minimal resolution of Lie Bi so that we often denote it by Lie Bi ∞ ; there is a canonical injection (incidentally, a cofibration), i : L → Lie Bi ∞ , and a surjection, p : Lie Bi ∞ −→ Lie Bi, which is a quasi-isomorphism, and then construct a restricted version, F : (DefQ, δ) −→ (Lie Bi ∞ , δ) , of (⋆). That construction goes in two steps.
In Step 1 we complete morphisms i, j and p into a commutative diagram,
that is, we deformation quantize Lie 1-bialgebras which are geometrically the same as pairs, (ν, ξ), consisting of a linear Poisson structure ν and a degree 1 quadratic homological vector field ξ satisfying the compatibility condition L ξ ν = 0, where L stand for the Lie derivative. In
Step 2 we use a standard induction on the floor level of the tower j : L → DefQ (a là Whitehead lifting lemma in algebraic topology) to lift the morphism q to a morphism F making the resulting diagram of dg PROPs,
Lie Bi commutative. 
Then there exists
Γ = ∞ i=0 Γ i , Γ i ∈ Hom 2−i (O ⊗i M , O M )[[ ]], which satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation in g 2 [[ ]], d H Γ + 1 2 [Γ, Γ] H = 0,
and the conditions: (i)
The only difference from Kontsevich's theorem 1.2.1 is that an input polyvector field γ in 1.3.2 has no γ 0 ∈ O M [2] summand. The latter condition puts no restrictions on Poisson structures proper.
In the case of usual (i.e. concentrated in degree 0) manifolds when the only possibly nonvanishing bits are γ 2 ∈ ∧ 2 T M and Γ 2 ∈ Hom 0 (O ⊗2 M , O M ), the statement 1.3.2 reduces to the theorem on existence of star products for any Poisson structure in R n .
1.4. Paper's content. In Sect. 2 we remind some basic facts about PROPs, introduce the notion of PROP + , and describe a simple but very important for our purposes general construction which associates dg free PROPs/PROP + s to a class of sheaves of dg Lie algebras on smooth (possibly, smooth formal) manifolds, and apply that construction to the sheaf of polyvector fields and the sheaf of polydifferential operators creating thereby dg PROP P D , δ and, respectively, dg PROP + (P + ∧ • T , δ). In section 3 we realize in detail the programme outlined in Sect. 1.3 above and prove Theorem 1.3.1 and Corollary 1.3.2.
A few words about our notations. The cardinality of a finite set I is denoted by |I|. The degree of a homogeneous element, a, of a graded vector space is denoted by |a| (this should never lead to a confusion). S n stands for the group of all bijections, [n] → [n], where [n] denotes (here and everywhere) the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. The set of positive integers is denoted by N * . If
We work throughout over the field k of characteristic 0. §2. Dg PROPs versus sheaves of dg Lie algebras 2.1. PROPs. An S-bimodule, E, is, by definition, a collection, of graded vector spaces, {E(m, n)} m,n≥0 , equipped with a left action of the group S m and with right action of S n which commute with each other. For any graded vector space M the collection, End M = {End M (m, n) := Hom(M ⊗n , M ⊗m } m,n≥0 , is naturally an S-bimodule. A morphism of S-bimodules, φ : E 1 → E 2 , is a collection of equivariant linear maps, {φ(m, n) :
There are two natural associative binary operations on the S-bimodule End M ,
and a distinguished element, the identity map 1 ∈ End M (1, 1). Axioms of PROP ("PROducts and Permutations") are modeled on the properties of ( , •, 1) in End M (see [Mc] ).
2.1.1. Definition. A PROP, E, is an S-bimodule, E = {E(m, n)} m,n≥0 , equipped with the following data,
• a linear map called horizontal composition,
such that (e 1 e 2 ) e 3 = e 1 (e 2 e 3 ) and e 1 e 2 = (−1) |e 1 ||e 1 | σ m 1 ,m 2 (e 2 e 1 )σ n 2 ,n 1 where σ m 1 ,m 2 is the following permutation in S m 1 +m 2 , 1 , . . . , m 2 , m 2 + 1 , . . . , m 2 + m 1 1 + m 1 , . . . , m 2 + m 1 , 1 , . . . , m 1 ;
• a linear map called vertical composition,
such that (e 1 • e 2 ) • e 3 = e 1 • (e 2 • e 3 ) whenever both sides are defined;
• an algebra morphism, i n :
, and (ii) for any e ∈ E(m, n) one has 1 m • e = e • 1 n = e where 1 := i 1 (Id).
A morphism of PROPs, φ : E 1 → E 2 , is a morphism of the associated S-bimodules which respects, in the obvious sense, all the PROP data.
A differential in a PROP E is a collection of degree 1 linear maps, {δ : E(m, n) → E(m, n)} m,n≥0 , such that δ 2 = 0 and δ(e 1 e 2 ) = (δe 1 ) e 2 + (−1)
for any e 1 , e 2 ∈ E and any e 3 , e 3 ∈ E such that e 3 • e 4 makes sense. Not that d1 = 0.
For any dg vector space (M, d) the associated PROP End M has a canonically induced differential which we always denote by the same symbol d.
A representation of a dg PROP (E, δ) in a dg vector space (M, d) is, by definition, a morphism of PROPs, φ : E → End M , which commutes with differentials, φ • δ = d • φ. (Here, and often elsewhere • stands for the composition of maps; it will always be clear from the context whether • stands for the composition of maps or for the vertical composition in PROPs.)
is a morphism of dg PROPs, and φ : (E 2 , δ) → (End M , d) is a representation of E 2 , then the composition, φ • ψ, is a representation of E 1 . Thus representations can be "pulled back". (v) there are no directed cycles (in particular, loops) so that directed edges generate a continuous flow on the graph which we always assume in our pictures to go from bottom to the top.
Note that G ∈ G(m, n) may not be connected. Vertices in the complement,
are called internal vertices. For each internal vertex v we denote by In(v) (resp., by Out(v)) the set of those adjacent half-edges whose orientation is directed towards (resp., from) the vertex. Input (resp., output) vertices together with adjacent edges are called input (resp., output) legs. The graph with one internal vertex, n input legs and m output legs is called the (m, n)-corolla.
We set G := ⊔ m,n G(m, n).
The free PROP, P E , generated by an S-module, E = {E(m, n)} m,n≥0 , is defined by (see, e.g., [MaVo] ) [n] ) with Bij standing for the set of bijections,
• Aut(G) stands for the automorphism group of the graph G.
An element of the summand above,
, is often called a graph G with internal vertices decorated by elements of E, or just decorated graph.
A differential, δ, in a free PROP P E is completely determined by its values,
on decorated corollas (whose unique internal vertex is denoted by v).
PROP structure on an S-bimodule E = {E(m, n)} m,n≥0 provides us, for any graph G ∈ G(m, n), with a well-defined evaluation morphism of S-bimodules,
In particular, if a decorated graph C ∈ P E is built from two corollas, C 1 ∈ G(m 1 , n 1 ) and C 2 ∈ G(m 2 , n 2 ) by gluing jth output leg of C 2 with ith input leg of C 1 , and if the vertices of these corollas are decorated, respectively, by elements a ∈ E(m 1 , n 1 ) and b ∈ E(m 2 , n 2 ), then we reserve a special notation,
for the resulting evaluation map.
2.1.4. Genus completion. Any free PROP P E has a natural filtration by the genus, g, of underlying graphs (which is, by definition, equal to the first Betti number of the associated CW complex). Hence P E can be completed with respect to this filtration. We shall always work in this paper with completed free PROPs and hence use the same notation, P E , and the same name, free PROP, for the completed version. In particular, the value of a differential δ on a decorated corolla from P E can contain decorated graphs of arbitrary large genus, δ = ∞ g=0 δ g .
In fact the above genus completion of a free PROP is a particular example of the general completion procedure [Ma3] ,Ê := lim
which makes sense for any PROP E which is equipped with a morphism, ε : A → End k , to the trivial PROP. Here E := ker ε. Such a PROP is called augmented.
Representation of a (completed!) dg PROP, (P E , δ), in a dg space (M, d) is defined as usual (see Sect. 2.1.1), but now that definition hides an implicit assumption on the convergence of the image of the infinite series δ = ∞ g=0 δ g . Indeed, decorated graphs with different genus but the same number of inputs, n, and outputs, m, land under representation in the same vector space Hom(M ⊗n , M ⊗m ).
The following notion takes care about the just mentioned convergence problem and will be used later in this paper.
for all for all (m = |Out(v)|, n = |In(v)|)-corollas with
• either n ≥ N (m) for any given m,
• or m ≥ N (n) for any given n.
In particular, one can talk about polynomial representations of a free dg PROP.
Dioperads and
, equipped with a set of compositions,
, which satisfy the axioms imitating the properties of the compositions i • j in a generic PROP. We refer to [G] , where this notion was introduced, for a detailed list of these axioms. The free dioperad generated by an S-bimodule E is given by,
where T(m, n) is a subset of G(m, n) consisting of connected trees (i.e., connected graphs of genus 0).
Another less obvious (and, probably, much more important) reduction of the notion of PROP was introduced by Kontsevich in [K2] and studied in detail in [MaVo] 
, equipped with two sets of compositions,
satisfying the axioms which imitate the properties of the compositions 1 • j and i • 1 in a generic PROP. The free 1 2 PROP generated by an S-bimodule E is given by, Axioms of dioperad (resp., 1 2 PROP) structure on an S-bimodule E ensure that there is a well-defined evaluation map,
Free resolutions.
A free resolution of a dg PROP P is, by definition, a dg free PROP, (P E , δ), generated by some S-bimodule E together with a morphism of dg PROPs, α : (P E , δ) → P , which is a homology isomorphism.
If the differential δ in P E is decomposable (with respect to PROP's vertical and /or horizontal compositions), then α : (P E , δ) → P is called a minimal model of P .
Similarly one defines free resolutions and minimal models, (D E , δ) → P and ( P→P is exact [K2, MaVo] , i.e., it commutes with the cohomology functor. Which in turn is due to the fact that, for any 1 2 PROP P , there exists a kind of PBW lemma which represents 2 1 2 P→P P as a vector space freely generated by a family decorated graphs, 2.3. PROP + . It is impossible to deformation quantize Lie 1-bialgebras using classical (free) PROPs (see Sect. 3.4 below). One has to extend the family of graphs, G, used in the definition of free PROP to incorporate graphs with directed cycles. However, the naive idea of just forgetting the condition (v) in Section 2.1.3, that is, just replacing G(m, n) with a larger set, G ′ (m, n), consisting, by definition, of all directed (m, n)-graphs which satisfy conditions 2.1.3(i)-(iv), does not work. The associated extension of the functor 2 1 2 P→P fails to be exact. Let G + (m, n) be the set of (m, n)-graphs, G, satisfying conditions 2.1.3(i)-(iv) as well as the following one, (v ′ ) every directed cycle (if there are any) in G has one (and only one) of its edges marked (say, dashed) and called back-in-time edge. In particular every loop (that is, a directed cycle beginning and ending on the same vertex) is marked.
, which forgets the marking(s). We need this enlargement of G ′ (m, n) to resolve lots of "stupid" relations when studying below a certain endomorphism functor, G + , on the category of PROPs and assuring exactness of its composition with 2 1 2 P→P .
Note that for each internal vertex of G ∈ G + (m, n) there is still a well defined separation of adjacent half-edges into input and output ones, as well as a well defined separation of legs into input and output ones.
We set
For any S-bimodule E = {E(m, n)} m,n≥0 , we define an S-bimodule,
and note that P + E has a natural PROP structure (with respect to disjoint unions and grafting of graphs) such that the free PROP P E is a natural sub-PROP of P + E .
A graph derivation in P + E is, by definition, a collection of linear maps, δ :
Put another way, a graph derivation is completely determined by its values on decorated corollas,
that is, by linear maps,
Note that a graph derivation defines a derivation of the PROP P + E but not vice versa.
A differential in P + E is, by definition, a degree 1 graph derivation δ satisfying the condition δ 2 = 0.
2.3.1. Remark. If (P E , δ) is a free dg PROP generated by an S-bimodule E, then δ extends naturally to a differential on P + E which we denote by the same symbol δ. It is worth pointing out that such an induced differential may not preserve the number of oriented cycles, and hence the number of back-in-time edges. For example, if δ applied to an element a ∈ E(m, n) (which we identify with the a-decorated (m, n)-corolla) contains a summand of the form,
Note that the term shown on the r.h.s. contains no oriented cycles and hence no back-in-time edges. Note also that if δ is induced on P + E from a minimal model of a 1 2 PROP, then such terms do not present, and the differential preserves the number of back-in-time edges. In general we can only assert that if the differential on P + E is induced from a PROP differential on P E then it does not increase the number of oriented cycles.
Vector spaces P + E and P E have a natural positive gradation,
by the number, k, of internal vertices of underlying graphs. In particular, P 1 E (m, n) is spanned by decorated (m, n)-corollas and can be identified with E(m, n).
Our next task is to define an endofunctor, G + , on the category of augmented dg PROPs such that G + P E = P + E . As an approximation to G + we first define a much simpler endofunctor G + + .
Construction of
be an augmented dg PROP with the augmentation ideal denoted byP . We define the dg PROP G + + P as follows, (a) as a dg S-bimodule, G
where the bitP (m + k, n + k) corresponds to the (m + k, n + k)-corolla whose k ≥ 1 output legs are connected with k input legs by k back-in-time edges; a particular decomposition,
, by the number of loops (=back-in-time edges); (b) horizontal PROP composition, , in G + + P is defined as the disjoint union followed by contraction of all vertices in the union into one single vertex using horizontal composition in P ; clearly, G
; we identify the subspace P (m, n) ⊂ G + + P (m, n) with the vector space spanned by decorated corollas without loops.
(c) vertical PROP composition, e 1 • e 2 , in G + + P is defined as grafting of output legs of e 2 into input legs of e 1 followed by contraction of all the resulting internal edges with the help of suitable compositions in P . This operation is also homogeneous with respect to the loop grading (of degree 0).
(d) differential in P naturally extends to G + + P as a loop degree 0 differential. 2.3.3. Construction of G + . Let P = {P (m, n)} m,n≥0 be an augmented dg PROP. We define the dg PROP G + P as a quotient of the dg PROP G + + P by the ideal generated by the following relations,
... ...
...
... It is clear that if the relation ( ) holds for a ∈ P (m + k, n + k) and e ∈ P (m + l, n + l), then it also holds for δa and δe. Hence the induced differential on G + + P descends to G + P . We denote P + := G + P and call it a PROP + .
2.3.4. Representations of P + . Any representation, φ : P → End M , of a dg PROP P in a finite dimensional vector space M can be naturally extended to a representation, φ + + : G + + P → End M , in which decorated graphs with loops are mapped into appropriate traces. The relations ( ) obviously lie in the kernel of the map φ + + so that we get eventually a morphism of PROPs,
By a representation of P + we always understand such an extension, φ + , of a finite dimensional representation of the underlying sub-PROP P ⊂ P + .
We consider a composition of the functors,
2.3.5. Theorem. The functor 2 + is exact.
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary dg 1 2 PROP. The main point is that we can resolve all the relations ( ) in 2 + (P ) and represent the latter as a vector space freely generated by a family of decorated graphs, 2 ) is a subset of G + (m, n) consisting of reduced graphs, G, which satisfy the following defining property: for each pair of internal vertices, (v 1 , v 2 ), of G which are connected by only one unmarked edge directed from v 1 to v 2 one has |Out(v 1 )| ≥ 2 and |In(v 2 )| ≥ 2.
Then we have
In the second line we used the fact that the group AutG is finite. 2 2.3.6. Koszul substitution laws. Let P = {P (n)} n≥1 and Q = {Q(n)} n≥1 be two quadratic Koszul operads generates by S 2 -modules E P (2), and, respectively, E Q (2). We consider the 1 2 PROP, P ⋄ Q † (introduced in [MaVo] ), with
and the 1 2 PROP compositions,
being zero for n 2 ≥ 2 and coinciding with the operadic composition in Q for n 2 = 1, and
being zero for m 1 ≥ 2 and otherwise coinciding with the operadic composition in P for m 1 = 1.
P→D P ⋄Q † be the associated free dioperad, D ! 0 its Koszul dual, and (DD ! 0 , δ 0 ) the associated cobar construction [G] 
and define [MaVo] the dioperad, D λ , as the quotient of the free dioperad generated by the two spaces of binary operations, D 0 (2, 1) = E Q (2) and D 0 (1, 2) = E P (2), modulo the ideal generated by relations in P , relations in Q as well as the followings ones,
The substitution law λ is called Koszul, if D λ is isomorphic to D 0 as an S-bimodule. Which implies that D λ is Koszul [G] . Koszul duality technique provides
2.3.6.1. Theorem (cf. [MaVo] ). The dg free PROP (2
We do not show the proof of this claim as it analogous to (and even easier 2 than) the proof of the following theorem.
2.3.6.2. Theorem. The natural morphism of dg PROPs,
is a quasi-isomorphism.
2 One can use a simpler filtration by the total number of directed paths connecting input legs with output ones. The first main observation is that the differential δ λ preserves the filtration,
The associated spectral sequence is exhaustive and bounded below so that it converges to the cohomology H (P + ∞ D , δ λ ). The second main observation is that it collapses at the first term, E 1 , which is precisely the cohomology H (P + ∞ D , δ 0 ). By Theorem 2.3.5, the latter is equal to 2 + (P ⋄ Q † ) which, in turn, is isomorphic as an S-bimodule to G + • 2 D→P D λ by Koszulness of D λ . Finally, to see that the resulting isomorphism of S-bimodules,
, is actually an isomorphism of PROPs, it is enough to check this for generators from E P (2) and E Q (2) which is straightforward. 2.5. Geometry ⇒ graph complexes. We shall sketch here a simple trick which associates to a sheaf of dg Lie algebras, G M , over a smooth graded formal manifold M a dg free PROP + , P + E G , which is generated by a certain S-bimodule E G and which is often denoted by P + G .
We assume that (i) G M is built from direct sums and tensor products of (any order) jets of the sheaves T (ii) the differential and the Lie bracket in G M can be represented, in a local coordinate system, by polydifferential operators and natural contractions between duals.
The motivating examples are ∧ • T M , D M and the sheaf of Nijenhuis dg Lie algebras on M (see [Me2] ).
By assumption (i), a choice of a local coordinate system on M, identifies G M with a subspace in p,m≥0⊙
Hom(M ⊗n M ⊗m ).
Let Γ be a degree 1 element of G M . Denote by Γ m p,q the bit of Γ which lies in Hom(⊙ p M ⊗ M ⊗q , M ⊗m ) and set Γ m n := ⊕ p+q=n Γ m p,q ∈ Hom(M ⊗n M ⊗m ). There exists a uniquely defined finite-dimensional S-bimodule, E G = {E G (m, n)} m,n≥0 , whose representations in the vector space M are in one-to-one correspondence with Taylor components, Γ m n ∈ Hom(M ⊗n M ⊗m ), of a degree 1 element Γ in G M . Let P + G := P + E G be the free PROP + generated by {E G (m, n)} m,n≥0 (see Sect. 2.3).
Next we employ the dg Lie algebra structure in G M to introduce a differential, δ, in P + G . The latter is completely determined by its restriction to the subspace of P + 1 G spanned by decorated corollas (without attached loops).
First we replace the Taylor coefficients, Γ m n , of the section Γ by the decorated (m, n)-corollas • with the unique internal vertex decorated by basis elements, {e r } r∈J , of E G (m, n),
• with input legs labeled by basis elements, {e α }, of the vector space M and output legs labeled by the elements of the dual basis, {t β }. 
This expression is essentially the component of Γ,
in which the numerical coefficient Γ β 1 ...βm α 1 ...αn is substituted by a decorated labeled graph. More precisely, the interrelation between Γ = ⊕ m,n≥0 Γ m n and Γ = ⊕ m,n≥0 Γ m n ∈ G M can be described as follows: a choice of any particular representation of the S-bimodule E G ,
defines an element Γ = φ(Γ) ∈ G M which is obtained from Γ by replacing each graph, In a similar way one can define an element,
built from Γ, dΓ and n − 1 Lie brackets. In particular, there are uniquely defined elements,
whose values, φ(dΓ) and φ( Finally one defines a differential δ in the graded space P + G by setting
i.e. by equating the graph coefficients of both sides. That δ 2 = 0 is clear from the following calculation,
where we used both the axioms of dg Lie algebra in G M and the axioms of the differential in P + G . This completes the construction of (P + G , δ) 3 .
2.5.1. Remark. If the differential and Lie brackets in in G M contain no traces, then the expression dΓ + 1 2 [Γ, Γ] does not contain graphs with oriented cycles. Hence formula (⋆⋆) can be used to introduce a differential in the free PROP, P G , generated by the same S-bimodule E G .
2.5.2. Remark. The above trick also works for sheaves,
3 As a first approximation to the PROPeradic translation of non-flat geometries (Yang-Mills, Riemann, etc.) one might consider the following version of the "trick": in addition to generic element Γ ∈ GM of degree 1 take into consideration (probably, non generic) element of degree 2, F ∈ GM, extend appropriately the S-bimodule EG to accomodate the associated "curvature" F -corollas, and then (attempt to) define the differential δ in P + EG by equating graph coefficients in the expressions, δΓ = F + dΓ + The term µ n (Γ, . . . , Γ) corresponds to decorated graphs with n internal vertices.
2.5.3. Remark. Any sheaf of dg Lie subalgebras, G ′ M ⊂ G M , defines a dg free PROP + , (P + G ′ , δ), which is a quotient of (P + G , δ) by the ideal generated by decorated graphs lying in the complement P + G \ P + G ′ . Similar observation holds true for P G and P G ′ (if they are defined).
Example (polyvector fields).
Let us consider the sheaf of polyvector fields, (α 1 ...αn) has degree 2 − m, we conclude that the associated S-bimodule
where sgn m stands for the one dimensional sign representation of Σ m and 1 n stands for the trivial one-dimensional representation of Σ n . Then the graph generator of P 1 ∧ • T can be represented by a directed planar (m, n)-corolla, 
where σ(I 1 ⊔ I 2 ) is the sign of the shuffle I 1 ⊔ I 2 = (1, . . . , m). Reversely, if γ is a Maurer-Cartan element in ∧ • T M , then decomposing the sum d + γ into a collection of its Taylor series components as in Sect. 2.5, one gets a representation φ.
Proposition. There is a one-to-one correspondence between representations,
2 -component is at least quadratic in the coordinates {t α }. The associated dg free PROP, P ∧ • 0 T , has a surprisingly small cohomology, a fact which is of key importance for our proof of the deformation quantization theorem.
2.6.2. Theorem. The cohomology of (P ∧ • 0 T , δ) is equal to a quadratic PROP, Lie 1 Bi, which is defined as a quotient,
of the free PROP generated by the following S-bimodule A,
• all A(m, n) vanish except A(2, 1) and A(1, 2), modulo the ideal generated by the following relations, R,
Proof. The cohomology of (P ∧ • 0 T , δ) can not be computed directly. At the dioperadic level the theorem was established in [Me1] with the help of some non-trivial mathematics such as Koszulness of dioperads [G] and distributive laws [Ma1, G] That this result extends to the level of PROPs follows from Theorem 2.3.6.1.
2
In fact, P ∧ • 0 T is a minimal model of the PROP Lie 1 Bi: the natural morphism of dg PROPs,
which sends to zero all generators of P ∧ • 0 T except those in A(2, 1) and A(1, 2), is a quasiisomorphism.
Let us define,
. Theorem 2.3.6.2 implies the following 2.6.3. Corollary. The natural surjection p : Lie Bi ∞ → Lie Bi is a quasi-isomorphism.
Example (polydifferential operators).
Let us consider the sheaf of dg Lie algebras,
In a local coordinate system, (t α , ∂/∂t α ≃ e α ) on M, Γ can be represented as a Taylor series,
where for each fixed k and |J| only a finite number of coefficients Γ I 1 ,... ,I k J is non-zero. The summation runs over the multi-indices I = α 1 α 2 . . . α |I| , and e I := e α 1 ⊙ . . . ⊙ e α |I| , t I := t α 1 ⊙ . . . t α |I| . Hence the associated S-bimodule E D is given by
where
The basis of P 1 D (m, n) can be represented by directed planar corollas of the form,
where
• the input legs are labeled by the set [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} and are symmetric (so that it does not matter how labels from [n] are distributed over them),
• the output legs (if there are any) are labeled by the set [m] partitioned into k disjoint non-empty subsets,
and legs in each I i -bunch are symmetric (so that it does not matter how labels from the set I i are distributed over legs in I i th bunch).
The Z-grading in P D is defined by associating degree 2 − k to such a corolla. The formula (⋆⋆) in Sect. 2.5 provides us with the following explicit expression for the differential, δ, in the P D ,
where the first sum comes from the Hochschild differential and the second sum comes from the Hochschild brackets. The s-summation in the latter runs over the number, s, of edges connecting the two internal vertices. As s can be zero, the r.h.s. above contains disconnected graphs (more precisely, disjoint union of two corollas).
2.7.1. Proposition. There is a one-to-one correspondence between polynomial representations,
Proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.6.1.
Example (polydifferential operators over R[[ ]]
). The dg PROP constructed in the previous example is not the right tool to perform the deformation quantization. We have to consider instead a sheaf,
, of formal power series in a formal parameter ("Planck constant"), , with values in D. The associated dg PROP, P D , can be described as follows:
• the underlying S-bimodule is a direct sum,
, of the S-module corresponding to D; each copy corresponds to the " a bit in the formal power series";
• graph generators of P D are represented by planar corollas which are exactly the same as in 2.7, a C C C C 7 7 7 7 ' ' '
C C C C 7 7 7 7 ' ' '
... C C C C 7 7 7 7 ' ' '
. . . n except that the vertex gets now a numerical label a ∈ N * ;
• the differential δ is given on generators by
... ... 
. At the PROP level the only remnant of the presence of the Plank constant in the input geometry is in the decoration of vertices by a natural number a ∈ N * . In this respect the notation P D could be misleading.
Proposition. There is a one-to-one correspondence between polynomial representations,
, that is, degree one elements satisfying the equation,
Proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.6.1. §3. Deformation quantization PROP 3.1. Remark. To prove the deformation quantization theorem we need a slightly smaller version, DefQ, of P D which must satisfy the following three conditions: (1) it should be big enough to accomodate all possible Poisson structures among its representations; (2) it must admit a cofibration structure, L → DefQ; (3) it must accomodate the deformation quantization of Lie 1-bialgebras, i.e. there must exist a quantization morphism P D → Lie Bi which factors through DefQ, P D → DefQ → Lie Bi. Below we show a definition of such a DefQ which is, probably, the simplest possible. But it is by no means unique.
3.2. Definition of DefQ. Let M be a vector space and M the associated formal graded manifold with the distinguished point denoted by * . LetḊ M be a subspace of
, satisfying the conditions,
with respect to the flat coordinates {t α } induced on M from a choice of basis in M .
It is not hard to check thatḊ M is a dg Lie subalgebra of D M so that construction of Sect. 2.5 associates withḊ M a free dg PROP which we denote by (DefQ, δ) . It is the quotient of P D by the ideal generated by the corollas, ...
... is also a morphism of dg PROPs.
Our next task is to construct a morphism of dg PROPs,
commutative. That is, we have to deformation quantize Lie 1-bialgebras.
3.3. Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt quantization. Let CoLie be the PROP of coLie algebras. There is a canonical surjection, s : Lie Bi −→ CoLie, which forgets the black vertex corolla. As a first approximation to q we discuss here a morphism of dg PROPs, 
where the ideal I is generated by all expressions of the form
To construct PBW is the same as to deformation quantize an arbitrary linear Poisson structure ν. Which is a well-known trick: the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem says that the symmetrization morphism,
is an isomorphism of vector spaces so that one can quantize ν by the formula,
where · is the product in U(M * ). This proves the existence of the required PROP morphism PBW (which is essentially the Cambell-Baker-Hausdorf formula).
Deformation quantization of Lie Bi algebras.
A representation of Lie Bi in a graded vector space M is the same as a linear Poisson structure,
together with a quadratic vector field, To prove the existence of q : DefQ → Lie Bi one has to deformation quantize such a pair (ν, ξ), that is, to construct a degree 2 function
such that the following equations are satisfied 4 ,
We can solve the last equation by setting Γ 2 to be related to Φ to be given as before, f ⋆ g :
Our next task is to find an odd differential operator Γ 1 such that d H Γ 1 + [Γ 1 , Γ 2 ] H = 0 which is equivalent to saying that Γ 1 is a derivation of the star product,
Consider first a derivation of the tensor algebra
It is straightforward to check using the equations [ξ, ξ] S = 0 and Lie ξ ν = 0 that
so thatξ descends to a derivation of the star product. Hence setting Γ 1 =ξ we solve the equation
However,ξ 2 = 0, which implies that it is impossible to quantize Lie 1-bialgebras without introducing graphs with oriented cycles despite the fact that this particular pair (Γ 2 , Γ 1 = ξ) is given by graphs with a flow (in particular, they make sense for infinite dimensional representations of Lie Bi). It is clear why: to solve the next equation, Γ 2 1 +[Γ 0 , Γ 2 ] H = 0, one has to construct from the generators of Lie Bi a graph, Γ 0 , with no output legs which is impossible to do without using graphs with oriented cycles. This point is the main motivation behind our introduction of the notion of PROP + . In fact, one has to modify the naive choice, Γ 1 = ξ, to get the solution, and there is a unique way to do it. ... C C C C 7 7 7 7 ' ' '
... ... and let P(P <s ), s ≥ 1, be the free PROP generated by ⊕ s−1 i=0 P s . Notice that P(P <2 ) = L and that 5 δ(P s ) ⊂ L ⋆ P(P <s )
where ⋆ stands here for the free product of PROPs, and that
Clearly, (L ⋆ P(P <s ), δ) is a dg sub-PROP of (DefQ, δ) for every s.
We construct morphism F by an induction on s (cf. Lemma 20 in [Ma2] ). Set
Assume F s : L ⋆ P(P <s ) −→ Lie Bi ∞ such that F s | L = i and p • F s = q, is already constructed.
We want to extend F s to a morphism of complexes,
such that F s+1 | L = i and p • F s+1 = q. Let e ′ be a lift of q(e) along the surjection p. Then F s (δe) − δe ′ is a cycle in Lie Bi ∞ which projects under p to zero. As p is a homology isomorphism, this element is exact, F s (δe) − δe ′ = δe ′′ ,
for some e ′′ ∈ Lie Bi ∞ . We set F s+1 (e) := e ′ + e ′′ completing thereby the inductive construction of F.
Next we are going to establish claim (i) which implies (upon taking into the account degrees of the generating corollas) that F can be chosen to be polynomial. . . . n , the [a, k, n]-corolla and denote it by C a k n . Set |C a k n | := a + k − 1. We shall use the induction on the value of |C a k n |. The claim is obviously true for all corollas with |C a k n | = 1. Let us assume that it is true for all corollas with |C b p u | ≤ N and consider a corollar, C a k n , with |C a k n | = N + 1. By the definition of δ, the image F(δC a k n ) is a linear combination of (a) images of the form F(C a k−1 n ) with |C a k−1 n | = a + k − 2 = N , and are zero in DefQ. Hence F(δC a k n ) is a linear combination of graphs with at most a vertices. On the other hand, q(C a k n ) is a graph with precisely a vertices. We can always choose its lift, e ′ , along the projection s so that e ′ has precisely a vertices as well. Then δe ′ has a + 1 vertices.
Proof of (i)
Finally, F(C a k n ) is e ′ + e ′′ where e ′′ is a solution to the system of equations,
whose right hand side is a graph with at most a+1 vertices. As δ in Lie Bi ∞ increases the number of vertices by one, we can always find a solution, e ′′ , with at most a vertices. By induction, the claim (i) follows.
The claim (ii) can be established by a similar induction on the "degree", |C a k n |, of the generating corollas. We omit the details. 
